
CEMENT TILE RESTORATIONS 

There is a great sense of well-being in knowing that the roof over your head is in good condition. 

A professionally restored roof also beautifies your home. And the cream on the cake is the knowledge 

that a roof in good condition adds to the value of your property. All of this is achieved when you 

combine the Roof Seal care system and Ellemex, Roof Seals own range of roof coating products. 

When its all said and done there is only the right way to restore your roof. With so many variations in 

roofing products on the market it is simply impossible for one product or one system to suit all roofs. 

 That’s why Roof Seal® developed its Ellemex range of roof coating systems. With years of experience in 

the roof restoration industry we understand that the normal paints are just not good enough over a 

rough textured surface like a roof tile. These types of tile restorations require a custom made coating 

system. 

A range of Ellemex products were needed to put up with the many variations in roof surface and climate 

throughout Australia. Along with the obvious benefits of a professionally restored roof, the recoating 

system should beautify and add value to your greatest asset, your home. 

The basis of Ellemex’s strength and success lies in the chemistry of its unique formula. Developed after 

literally thousands of test applications and thousands of hours of research and evaluation. 

Our chemists discovered that by varying the cationic charge of surfactants in the mixture, a powerful 

bonding property was established. 

In simple terms, the result of this is continual experimentation with a coating that exceeds all previous 

standards in terms and strength, durability and colourfastness. 

With the nearly 50% of the total external area of the home and 100% open to the harsh Australian 

climate, you don’t want to risk using inferior coatings on your most valuable asset – your home. 

Roof Seal® understand that compromise is not an option. That is why only licensed Roof Seal® trades 

people are allowed to apply our Ellemex range. Any product is only as good as its application. 

Our trade standards and quality control is unsurpassed, which enables Roof Seal® to offer a full 7-year 

guarantee on both product and workmanship. 

 

http://roofseal.com.au/terracotta-tile-restorations/

